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According to britannica.com, most nursery rhymes date back to
the 16th 17th and most frequently the 18th century. Nursery
rhymes were originally composed for adult entertainment. Many
were popular ballads and songs such as “The Frog Who Went a
Wooing,” which was a popular wedding song. 

In the early 16th century, nursery rhymes were sung to children.
Nursery Rhymes help build skills such as memory, articulation,
communication vocabulary, and early reading skills. These fun
sing-song lyrics are catchy and easy for children to learn. When
children catch onto recognizing rhymes they begin to make up
their own songs.
You can find many modern-day Nursery Rhyme books at your
local library.
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Fairy Tales and Folklore are another tradition which helps children understand the art of
storytelling. Back when people lived in small, secluded villages, and close to wilderness,
they had to warn their children to be careful of wild animals and other dangers. People
created Fairy Tales and Folklore to teach children to be careful of the dangers within
their environment. Fairy Tales and Folklore have become books and stories which many
children over the years have enjoyed. There are modern-day Fairy Tales and Folklore
without scary endings. Instead of the Big Bad Wolf eating Little Red Riding Hood, the Big
Bad Wolf is Little Red Riding Hood's friend. These modern-day fairy tales help to
entertain children while expanding their empathy and language skills. 

Nursery Rhyme Snack Recipe
Quick and easy snack

READY IN 20 TO 40 MINUTES   
FOR MORE FUN IDEAS CHECK-OUT THE BLOG: SNACKS AND STORIES

 Blueberries = Little Boy Blue (a.k.a. Detective Blue).
 Cracked hard boiled egg = Humpty Dumpty.
 Dish and a spoon (of course) - we didn't let them run away though.
 Whipped cream with marshmallow/chocolate chip face and pretzel legs = Mary's lamb

 Pretzel sticks and Nutella = the spider that scared Little Miss Muffet.
 Oatmeal = porridge for Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
Cheese curds and a glass of milk = the Curds and Whey that Little Miss Muffet ate.

Depending on what you have in your fridge, you can whip up a fun snack plate that is
Nursery Rhyme Themed. 

       and Little Bo Peep's sheep.
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Fairy Tales and Folklore

https://www.naturespath.com/en-ca/recipes/fruit-vegetable-bug-snacks/
https://www.naturespath.com/en-ca/recipes/fruit-vegetable-bug-snacks/
https://snacksandstories.blogspot.com/2012/01/nursery-rhyme-snack-plate.html

